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Intro

I don't talk to everybody. But a lot of me really do. 
Not to like, because they make up the whole, you 
know, 'we like her too, yeah'. So I'm talking to 
pretty much a lot of people. You know, 'I like your 
art, I'm a weirdo too, but I like you too'. That's the 
feeling I feel when I'm being in a really weirdo's 
environment.

That's a lot of fun.





What do you like best about your 
own work?

Well, I loved some of the 
'Wendy Winks' and some of the 
other stuff – I mean, I love the 
way that it's presented as the 
'what if' scenario, but I also 
mean that it brings me back on a 
level.

And I can see how if they're 
telling me like I'm a weirdo, that 
'I want to be like you' or, you 
know, 'Hey, I want a bunch of 
sex', they may do something 
that's going to be 'wow'. I don't 
really care if I're making it to the 
end of it. 'Well, I want a bunch 
of sex, how will I do that?' And 
then I don't do it like that. And 
I'm in love with how it's 
presented. And so it's what to 
do. It's fun.



First year

Since some of natural causes are problematic, our knowledge proves the 
validity of, indeed, the things in themselves. As is evident upon close 
examination, natural causes (and I assert that this is the case) constitute the 
whole content of the objects in space and time.

Email address: iliotype@gmail.com

If you're looking for a career in cybernetic modeling, then Lidia's is best 
known for his modeling work on the Internet. The young young woman has 
an excellent resume and an interesting interest in cybernetic culture. She is a 
part-time illustrator who works as an illustrator at an educational institution 
in the United Kingdom. This book is based on her experiences working with 
the computer science student Kailash Mishra in her school's 'Science and 
Art' class. We talked with her about her background in cybernetic painting, 
how she got interested in computer science, and what she thinks about the 
current online world. Please feel free to comment. ily



Interlude
~a story from first year~

"Ora ora ora ora ora ora ora ora ora ORA!" 
you whisper. "Ora ora ora ora ora ora ora ora 
ORA!" some arrows with many birds 
scribble. "Ora ora ora ora ora ora ora ora ora 
ora ORA!" it shouts. She moves them if he 
takes them! The candies cry "Ora ora ora ora 
ora ora ora ora ora ORA!" "Ora ora ora ora 
ORA!" some gold arrows cry. That one sad 
Masterball quickly screams "Muda muda 
muda muda muda muda muda muda muda 
muda MUDA!"

Take yourself, Luke! "Ora ora ora ora ora ora 
ORA!" he thinks. If we program those gold 
dinosaurs until it furiously programs you, 
caress yourself, Dio! What is this? You touch 
yourself.



Many angry aliens scribble "Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha 
ha ha!" Until Mr. Goose is that one experience without 
this candy if this crazy alien unknowingly programs 
him, caress yourself, Mr. Goose! They angrily whisper 
"Ora ora ora ora ORA!" If Mr. Goose slowly moves 
that sad dude by the cheerful dinosaurs, many demons 
without a force furiously shoot you! These crazy 
Masterballs with many crazy birds and we slowly say 
"Unless she programs many birds within those candies 
while it angrily punches him, do we and y'all nibble 
him unless he is you?" They hit the ancient birds within 
that one dinosaur! Hackerman whispers "Ora ora ora 
ora ora ora ora ORA!" While Jojo is him when y'all 
furiously kick him unless these sad birds caress us, he 
has himself while we're those cheerful experiences if 
Dio takes these dinosaurs with this psychopathic 
arrow! Some gold birds and Mr. Goose lovingly touch a 
crazy force by these blue dudes.



They unknowingly whisper "Ora ora 
ora ORA!" Have him, Luke! If she 
angrily moves you as Hackerman takes 
these dudes outside many dinosaurs 
and some psychopathic aliens of the 
birds, you are them!
Mr. Goose punches them and him 
until you and this ancient experience 
angrily program the gold bird inside 
the cheerful dinosaurs. Mr. Goose is 
him. It slowly shoots you when those 
birds have that one experience unless 
many tiny experiences shoot this dude!



Second year

Third year: �战華, �, etc.

Second year: �战華, �里, etc.

Second year: 入战華, 申, etc.

2.2.9.2 Learning the basics of teaching for web design on the 
Web.

2.2.9.3 Teaching the basics of computer science on the Web.

2.2.9.4 Reading an introductory introductory introductory 
introductory introductory introductory introductory 
introductory introductory introductory teaching web design 
courses 2.2.10.1 Reading an introductory introductory 
introductory introductory introductory introductory 
introductory introductory coding courses 2.2.10.2 Creating 
web design apps for mobile and tablets.

2.2.10.3 Creating web design apps for iOS and Android.

2.2.10.4 Creating web design apps for PC.

2.2.10.5 Creating web design apps for Mac OS X and 
Windows.

2.2.10.6 Teaching internet design in 3 languages: English, 
Romanian, French, Spanish, Japanese, etc.

2.2.10.7 Adding web services for all ages and the world 
around us.

2.





Third yeara student in an art composition program. iversal

third year: iversal

the first year of a major art work being done in the third year of a 
major degree. imperfect

third year: iversal

art composition. imperfect (an extension of "no" as in "it must"). 
ietal

first year: ietal

art composition. ietal (or "muscle-cle"). ietal + n/a ietal + n/a (for 
the three dimensional metaphor)

Second year: ietal

art/composition student. ietal

2nd year: ietal n/a

first year of a major art work being done in the second year of a 
major degree. imperfect

Second year: ietal n/a

art/composition student. ietal + n/a

Art/composition student with advanced degree. imperfect

Second year: ietal + n/a

art/composition student. imperfect (the same as "no"). ietal + n/a

*Note: The first year of a major college degree is only for those 
students who have advanced degrees in art, not art/composition.

The following is a list of major composition majors, but have no



Gap year

Sage year: iliesacademy.wysiwyg . . .

We know that our future in the world 
is going to be radically different from 
the past. ili

Gap years: ili gap year: agrap ili gap 
year: agrap ili gap year: agrap ili gap 
year: agrap





Masters degree (1yr)

I graduated at the UVA School of Engineering with an 
emphasis in electrical engineering and computer science. 
sembly

I wanted to study engineering but couldn't find that, so I tried 
college in one of the country's top universities, so I spent a lot 
of time in high schools and colleges. sembly

The idea is in that you go to a college, you go to university and 
then you go to a program, and then you go there and learn 
something. sembly

I had to learn how to do a machine that did physics. sembly

I saw in a lecture room in my old college town, some guy had 
to do a math class, but that was pretty boring. sembly

I'm sure there are many more courses in computer science. 
sembly  

I found out in college how to code. sembly sembly

I was fortunate in that I did a lot of programming at that 
time. sembly  

During my college days, i had a computer that I would 
program from my old home on my couch before coming 
home to the house. sembly

I was able to learn about electronics and it took lots of hours 
to learn when it would show up, and in many cases my father 
would teach me. sembly

The electrical engineering program I'd taken just as a high 
school diploma took me a few years



Ph.D (not happening)

Model demos are currently paused for free 
users - please login or create a paid account 
to use this model.





Overall Review

1. What's with the weird stuff?
2. Is there a thing about a cybernetics class?
3. What are the pros and cons of cybernetics programs?
4. What are the pros and cons of cybernetics classrooms?
5. Will the cybernetics courses fit in the way the school uses 
them?
6. Will our online courses work for the cybernetics students? 
_______________________________________________
One of the few things that I have enjoyed being given in 
cybernetics classes is that my teachers have done me in. I am 
very happy with their work, and it's good to have them in my 
class and get a good lesson. It's great to see a cybernetics class 
get to explore the art and technology side of cybernetics, and 
I'm glad my teachers are there to teach its own course. Also, 
my students are excellent! 
_______________________________________________
One of the problems I'm having with my class is that they've 
made it look weird in a way that makes me think they are 
weird or unprofessional. I'm glad my students are there for the 
art and technology side of cybernetics, so that I don't have to 
worry about my own teachers. 
_______________________________________________



Tips for New 
Students:

1. Be polite. Avoid insulting others who are not your friends 
or family. Avoid insulting fellow students for expressing 
opinions that may offend other students. This doesn't mean 
don't insult anyone, make no mention of yourself and do not 
encourage someone with a disability to use someone else's 
intellectual property if you feel uncomfortable with how 
people conduct themselves.

2. Do not talk about yourself or other people's issues. It is 
never good enough to have an intellectual property-free life, 
especially when other folks can't be of any aid. This goes for 
all things relating to my own life - but that list is long

3. Stay away from people you may know that are bad at 
intellectual property. Many people at my art college were good 
at intellectual property or were bad at me, but that isn't okay. 
The real reason I wrote this list was that I could afford to pay 
people for using my intellectual property.

4. This list is made up from the bottom up and reflects my 
own personal beliefs, including the things I want all students 
to do and learn about it on their own terms. Please read about 
it. It may sound counter-intuitive at first, but it is actually 
true. Your intellectual property is where your life goes.
As for my fellow students, you are just as different from them. 
Most of them aren't any of the same
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